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8) Find the volume of a sphere whose radius is 28.3 inches. Round your answer to two

decimal places. (use π = 3.14)

Volume =

1)

Volume =

2)

Volume =

3)

Volume =

4) radius = 18.6 yd

Volume =

5) radius = 25.2 in

Volume =

6) radius = 4.1 ft

Volume =

7) radius = 3.8 yd

Volume - Spheres

24.7 yd
14.9

 in

8.5 ft

Decimals: ES3

A)   Find the volume of each sphere. Round your answer to two decimal places. 

       (use π = 3.14) 

B)   Find the volume of each sphere from the given parameter. Round your answer

       to two decimal places. (use π = 3.14)
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Answer key

8) Find the volume of a sphere whose radius is 28.3 inches. Round your answer to two

decimal places. (use π = 3.14)

94,891.58 cubic inches

63,089.81 yd3Volume =

1)

13,849.28 in3Volume =

2)

2,571.14 ft3Volume =

3)

Volume =

4) radius = 18.6 yd

Volume =

5) radius = 25.2 in

Volume =

26,940.6 yd3

288.55 ft3

6) radius = 4.1 ft

Volume =

66,999.26 in3

229.73 yd3

7) radius = 3.8 yd

Volume - Spheres

24.7 yd
14.9

 in

8.5 ft

Decimals: ES3

A)   Find the volume of each sphere. Round your answer to two decimal places. 

       (use π = 3.14) 

B)   Find the volume of each sphere from the given parameter. Round your answer

       to two decimal places. (use π = 3.14)
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